Photospheric dynamo as the power supply process for solar flares: Electric current approach

Abstract

The process expressed by the term ‘magnetic reconnection’ or ‘annihilation’, which is supposed to produces the huge amounts of energy explosively under anti–parallel magnetic configurations, has long been considered as the sole process for solar flares. This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, after reviewing past magnetic reconnection studies, including four critical satellite observations, it is concluded that magnetic reconnection is not confirmed for solar flares in terms of the needed power and energy and that it is not the main process of flares. Thus, in the second part, it is demonstrated that solar flares must be powered by a photospheric dynamo, regardless of any theory. By introducing the concept of photospheric dynamo as the power supply process, solar flares are considered as a chain of process, which consists of a dynamo, currents/circuits to transmit the power/energy and energy dissipative processes manifested by solar flares—the electric current approach. It is shown that the photospheric dynamo process under a magnetic arcade can basically supply the power for two-ribbon Hα flares by its directly driven (the directly driven component DD) process. The energy for the explosive nature is accumulated by a photospheric dynamo in the dark filament above the magnetic arcade, which constitutes a current loop (the unloading component UL). In the current line approach, what we look for the explosive component is an electric current loop, instead of anti–parallel magnetic configurations.
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Introduction

The concept of magnetic reconnection under anti–parallel magnetic configurations has long been considered as the sole energy supply process for solar flares; for a comprehensive study of magnetic reconnection. However, it is important to critically review its theories and observations. After the present review in Sections 1 and 2, it will be concluded in terms of power and energy that magnetic reconnection or annihilation is not confirmed for solar flares and perhaps is not responsible by itself for solar flares.

The concept of magnetic reconnection was born in solar physics in order to explain solar flares which are considered to be a sudden, explosive process with a large amount of energy (10^25–10^26 ergs) in a relatively short time. Since sunspots have strong magnetic fields, it was considered that magnetic energy is most likely the energy source. Kiepenheuer was perhaps one of the firsts to consider such a possibility. Since then, it has long been considered that the magnetic energy for solar flares is available and thus given as magnetic energy, so that the main concern in flare studies has been to find processes for an explosive conversion of given magnetic energy.

Actually, before Kiepenheuer’s suggestion, it was thought that the acceleration process of electrons is all that was needed to explain solar flares. Giovanelle may be the first to suggest an electrical discharge at neutral points to account for solar flares on the basis of his observations that solar flares tend to occur in complex sunspot groups, but the neutral point is the only location where electrons can be accelerated. Hoyle considered a neutral point discharge for the aurora, assuming that neutral point would form between magnetic fields carried by solar plasmas and the earth’s magnetic field.

Dungey formulated an electrical discharge theory in a ‘figure eight’ configuration of magnetic field. Cowing et al., criticized those discharge theories by noting that the effects of induced currents are always to oppose the resulting change of the magnetic field (Lenz’ law).

Dungey responded to Cowling’s criticism by noting: “Certain other features of flares may be accounted for by the bulk motion resulting from a discharge at a neutral point. The effect of the discharge is to reconnect [italics by the author] the lines of force at the neutral point, and this happens quickly.” This is perhaps the first time when the term “reconnect” was introduced in solar physics.

On the other hand, in his book “Cosmic Electrodynamics”, Dungey repeated essentially the same description under the section titled “Discharges at neutral points” without mentioning the term magnetic reconnection. In fact, in his paper which is generally considered as the first paper on an open magnetosphere in magnetospheric physics, Dungey began his paper by stating: “The discovery of a regular interplanetary magnetic field by Pioneer V has reawakened interest in Hoyle’s suggestion that the primary auroral particles are accelerated at neutral points in the combined field of an interplanetary field and the geomagnetic field”. He tried to explain auroral substorms in terms of the plasma convection (and the SD current; Chapman & Bartels) thus without considering magnetic reconnection or annihilation as it implies. Thus, at that point in time, it is not clear if he considered the process of converting accumulated magnetic energy for solar flares and the aurora.

Sweet was the first to propose that an anti–parallel magnetic configuration may be necessary for the conversion of magnetic energy and suggested that such an anti–parallel magnetic field configuration can be produced, if two sunspot pairs collide; Figure 1A. Since
then, magnetic reconnection has become the only candidate for the
magnetic energy conversion for solar flares. As we discuss in Section
3, this conceptual collision process constitutes actually a photospheric
dynamo as the power supply, so that the energy which is supposed to
be released by magnetic reconnection must be supplied by a dynamo
process, even if magnetic reconnection would work. Thus, it is not a
complete theory.

Unfortunately, following Sweet’s theory, subsequent studies of
solar flares have been based on pre–existing anti–parallel magnetic
field configurations without considering how the anti–parallel
configuration is produced (namely, the dynamo process of the initial
collision of sunspot motions). Their main efforts have been how
such a magnetic configuration can be annihilated spontaneously and
suddenly. Ashchwanden1 Somov2 and many others made comprehensive
reviews of magnetic reconnection, but it is puzzling that their and
many theoretical and observational studies have not made detailed
estimates of the energy outputs resulting from magnetic reconnection.

Then, under the title “The solar–flare phenomenon and the
theory of reconnection and annihilation of magnetic field”, Parker61
examined Sweet’s anti–parallel field conversion in terms of the
resistivity, diffusion and other. He found that none of the known
mechanisms is sufficiently rapid enough to account for solar flares.
Thus, he concluded: “The observational and theoretical difficulties
with the hypothesis of magnetic field annihilation suggest that other
alternatives for the flare must be explored.” This problem may still
exist, because many simulation studies of magnetic reconnection
have to introduce an “effective resistivity” in order to overcome such
a difficulty.

However, soon afterward, in his paper titled “Magnetic field
annihilation”, Petschek63 pointed out that Parker overlooked standing
magneto–hydrodynamic waves as a possible conversion of magnetic
energy in an anti–parallel magnetic configuration and showed that
magnetic energy can be rapidly converted into outward plasma flow
energy for solar flares.

In the same year of the publication of Petschek’s paper Ness et
al.,14 Discovered the magnetotail where magnetic field lines are nearly
anti–parallel. In the same year, Akasofu15 published a paper on auroral
substorms. Because of various morphological similarities between
solar flares and auroral substorms, and because auroral substorms,
which are, like solar flares, manifestations of electromagnetic
energy dissipations associated with an explosive feature, many
magnetospheric physicists have considered that auroral substorms are
also caused by magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail.

Since then, Petschek’s theory of annihilation has become the
basis of the present reconnection theories in both fields. In fact, it
has been considered that magnetic reconnection under an anti–parallel
condition is the only possible process of magnetic energy conversion
and perhaps one of the most important processes in space physics.
Indeed, Vasyliunas17 stated: “The process variously known as magnetic
merging, magnetic field annihilation or magnetic reconnection (or re–
connection) plays a crucial role in determining the most plausible,
if not only, way of tapping the energy stored in the magnetic field
in order to produce large dissipative events, such as solar flares and
magnetospheric substorms”; note that he mentioned “tapping”, which
implies tapping pre–existing energy.

On the other hand, Alfvén18–20 was very critical about the concept
of magnetic reconnection. He noted21 “Hence in order to understand
the properties of current–carrying plasma we must take account of the
properties of the whole circuit in which the current flows. As this is not
done in the magnetic merging [reconnection] theories, we conclude
that they give a basically erroneous description of the phenomena…”.
What Alfvén23 emphasizing is that plasma processes, such as solar
flares, should be studied as a chain of power supply by a dynamo,
currents/circuits and both phenomena as manifestations of dissipative
process of the power/energy—the electric current approach. Thus,
magnetic reconnection is not a complete theory for solar flares.

It is hoped that this lengthy introduction provides not only a history
of the development of the concept of magnetic reconnection, but also
some crucial problems related to it, which will be addressed in the
following sections. In this paper, we take the electric current approach
for the solar flares, instead of the magnetic field line approach. Thus,
the major difference between the present work and theoretical studies
in the past is that we pay attention to power/energy and also several
crucial observational studies, which have been forgotten or dismissed,
perhaps because they do not agree with reconnection theories. Since
this approach has already been taken in studying auroral substorms,
their results are often referred to where there are similar issues,
although there is a difference of 10
5
in terms of the power and energy
between solar flares and auroral substorms.

Problems associate with magnetic
reconnection

Before discussing a photospheric dynamo as the power supply,
itis necessary to point out that there are four important satellite
observations which have unfortunately been forgotten or dismissed.

Four observations

i. In the summary statement of the Yohko Conference on Magnetic
Reconnection in the Solar Atmosphere, Tsuneta27 noted:”There are
ubiquitous neutral sheet structures with scale size—10
5
km to
to several 10
6
km almost everywhere on the Sun. It appears that
most of these neutral sheet structures are static or dormant, and do
do show explosive reconnection. Only the dynamically formed
structure appears to have fast reconnection”. Thus, Tsuneta27
pointed out that magnetic reconnection is not spontaneous
process, although many researchers are just satisfied by finding
ant–parallel or the X–line structure in the solar atmosphere,
and that there must be other crucial input processes which cause
solar flares.

ii. In another important observation, on the basis of X–ray
observations of changing magnetic field configuration, Sheeley23
noted:”these fields usually interact by changing their flux
linkage, much as they do in a vacuum”. Further, Sheeley et al.,24
observed: “reconnection occurs much more often than flares,
thus usually occurs without them”. Thus, Sheeley et al.,23 showed
that their observations indicate that magnetic reconnection is not
necessarily needed as the cause of solar flares.

iii. Moore et al.,25 examined six solar flares by Yohko (and Kitt
Peak) observations in great details and concluded: “they show
no evidence for reconnection between the exploding bipole
and any surrounding magnetic fields.” Thus, both Sheeley et al.,25 &
Moore et al.,25 pointed out that solar flares can occur without
magnetic reconnection. Since they dealt with a number of flares,
their examples are not likely to be exceptions.
iv. One of the most accepted models of coronal magnetic reconnection was proposed by Hirayama
t. His model and theories of reconnection require “compression” or plasma flow at the X–line; Figure 1B. However, Hudson & Khan
tated: “—there is almost no evidence for inward flows”, indicating that there is no input. Since then, there was only one observation which specifically attempts to observe the inflow;
the inflow is supposed to be the most common feature for many magnetic reconnection theories.

v. The absence of the required inflow by many reconnection theories, if confirmed by most flares, indicates that the validity of reconstruction theories is not confirmed by this observation, since Tsuneta
pointed out that magnetic reconnection should not be a spontaneous process.

These serious observations should not be dismissed, because they do not agree with reconnection theories.

Figure 1 (A) The formation of an anti–parallel magnetic configuration;12 the two red arrows are added by the author. (B) Coronal model of solar flares by Hirayama
in his model, the X–line and magnetic reconnection process occur above a magnetic arcade, not above sunspots. The magnetic arcade occurs along the neutral line between two unipolar magnetic regions of the opposite polarity. Magnetic reconnection is supposed to occur at the X–line.

Lack of the magnetic energy

Further, as mentioned earlier, in spite of a great emphasis of magnetic reconnection, there has been little effort in estimating the magnetic field intensity and the amount of available magnetic energy at the location where magnetic reconnection is supposed to occur. Priest
noted B = 500 G. Even in a recent paper Shibata & Magara
noted B = 1000 G “in a typical sunspot”.

One of the most accepted models of magnetic reconnection was proposed by Hirayama
Figure 1B. In Hirayama’s model, magnetic reconnection is supposed to occur above a magnetic arcade, not above sunspots. The magnetic arcade occurs along the neutral line between two unipolar regions of the opposite polarity. Magnetic reconnection is supposed to occur above the arcade, where it is indicated by the X–line formation. However, the intensity of the coronal magnetic field is not measurable at this time, so that there is no observational confirmation of the coronal model in term of energy. Thus, let us try to roughly estimate the magnetic energy where magnetic reconnection is supposed to occur above the magnetic arcade like Hirayama’s model. The width of the arcade is likely to be the distance of two–ribbon flares, namely 2.5 × 10⁴km (corresponding to the diameter of the earth). Assuming field intensity of as large as 100 G at both sides of the neutral line (corresponding to B in the polar region of the earth), the field intensity at the top of the arcade (corresponding to the earth’s equator) will be about 100 G/2 = 50 G. Aschwanden
suggested that magnetic reconnection occurs above 4.4 × 10⁴km. Assuming the height to be 5 × 10⁴km, it is twice the height of the arcade, where an estimated B will be 50 G/2³ = 6.25G at that distance. Since the magnetic field there is not current free, let us assume B=10 G there, the corresponding minimum volume needed for weakest flares (10³8 ergs + [B⁴8π]) is a sphere of radius about 6 × 10⁴km, which seems to be too large even for the weakest flares, compared with the height of the arcade. Therefore, it is unlikely that the coronal magnetic field is capable of supplying the magnetic energy for solar flares.

In magnetospheric physics, the magnetic field intensity in the magnetotail has been observed repeatedly in the past, but the magnetic energy had not been estimated until Akasofu
pointed out that the magnetic energy between 10 Re (Re=the earth’ radius) and 20 Re in the magnetotail (where magnetic reconnection was reported to occur) is 6.5 × 10³⁷ ergs (an over estimate), so that the magnetotail is incapable of providing the necessary energy by magnetic reconnection for the expansion phase (5×10³⁶–10³⁷ergs). In fact, the energy carried by plasma flows from the magnetotail, which is supposed to be the output of magnetic reconnection, is about 4.3 × 10³⁶ergs on the basis of the GEOTAIL satellite; it is far less than the amount of energy needed for the expansion phase of a medium intensity substorm. Thus, if auroral substorms were caused by magnetic reconnection of the accumulated magnetic energy in the magnetotail, a significant part of the magnetotail would be lost during auroral substorms, but the magnetotail is intact even during substorms.
Therefore, it may be concluded that magnetic reconnection, if it occurred, did not play the major role for auroral substorms.

It should be recalled that the magnetotail was the ground in proving theories of magnetic reconnection, because it is not possible to have in situ observations in the solar atmosphere. However, the magnetotail observations do not confirm theories of magnetic reconnection.

Both theories and simulation studies of magnetic reconnection rely on “effective resistivity” which is most crucial in determining the efficiency of reconnection, but it has not been conclusively shown what it is and its quantity. Its quantity must be determined in situ in the magnetotail at this time, rather than adopting arbitrarily its quantity in order to reproduce observations in simulation studies. This problem may be related to Parker’s criticism mentioned in Section 1.

On the supporting observations

There are a large number of supporting observations on magnetic reconnection. Common to most of these observations and theoretical studies are:

1) They do not consider processes which led to anti–parallel configurations; solar flares must be powered. Before triggering anti–parallel magnetic configuration, the power is needed for any process related to energy production.
2) The magnetic energy around the location of the X–line is not estimated.
3) There is no definitive estimate of the energy produced by magnetic reconnection, so that it is not clear how much energy is generated around the X-line.

As mentioned already, many theoretical and observational studies on magnetic reconnection are not concerned with the above three points. As observational examples, Uchida et al.\textsuperscript{18} & Su et al.\textsuperscript{36} reported details of an interesting event by YOHKOH and SDO/AIA and RHESSI respectively, stating that they confirmed the occurrence of magnetic reconnection. However, unless the above three points can be clarified, it is not possible to definitively confirm theories of magnetic reconnection or the cause–effect relationship between events at the X-line and flare. Electrical discharges could occur around the X-line surrounded by plasmas as Dungey\textsuperscript{4} discussed, but it is not certain whether or not such a process around the X-line can provide the energy needed for solar flares.

**Summary**

In summary, it is concluded that the process expressed by the term ‘magnetic reconnection’ or ‘annihilation’, implying explosive production of the huge amounts of energy for solar flares in the corona by itself, is not confirmed and is perhaps not the main process of solar flares.

The formation of the X-line between two magnetic field lines without the huge amounts of magnetic energy conversion may now be called simply “connection”, as Tuomela\textsuperscript{22} and Shelye et al.\textsuperscript{23,24} showed; the X-line formation in vacuum is an example. In Section 4, we discuss such a case of connection, in which the X-line can be form without a vast magnetic energy conversion; this occurs in the formation of a current loop which is driven by a photospheric dynamo. For the above reasons, we propose in the following sections that a photospheric dynamo process can supply the needed power for Hα flares and can also accumulate and release the power in a current loop (the filament) for the explosive feature without reconnection.

**Photospheric dynamo**

The dynamo is absolutely needed for solar flares, regardless of any theory. The needed dynamo power for solar flares is defined by the Poynting flux \( P \) (erg/s) in terms of observable quantities\textsuperscript{32,34} and is given by:

\[
P = \frac{1}{2} |E \times B| \cdot dS = V (B^2/8\pi) |S|,
\]

where \( V \) and \( S \) are the speed of plasma flow and magnetic field intensity and \( S \) is the front area of plasma flows; it is given by \( S = Ld \), where \( L \) is the lateral length, and \( d \) the depth of the photosphere involved in the dynamo process (if needed, the volume is \( Vt \), where \( t \) is the duration of flare); for simplicity, \( V \) is assumed to be perpendicular to \( B \) in the photosphere. The corresponding dissipation rate (erg/s) is denoted by \( \delta \) (as a first approximation the \( H\alpha \) emission rate). In the past, Wilson\textsuperscript{37} considers a photospheric dynamo around a cylindrical configuration, but did not estimate the energy involved.

Although we do not consider magnetic reconnection in the following sections, it may be worthwhile to demonstrate that the collision of two sunspot pairs considered by Sweet\textsuperscript{1} in the first paper on magnetic reconnection for solar flares is actually a photospheric dynamo process. The reason for the following estimate is that a photospheric dynamo can generate the power needed for solar flares, not for supporting magnetic reconnection (or not for supporting Sweet’s theory). The power production is needed for solar flares for any theory of solar flares.

Let us first consider a very simple situation, in which a plasma flow with the lateral length \( L = 5 \times 10^7 \text{km} \) approaches a magnetic field of intensity \( B = 100 \text{G} \), with a speed \( V \) of 1 km/s; the longitudinal length is given by \( Vt \). In adopting the depth \( d \), several measurements of plasma flows beneath active sunspot areas (0.1–18 Mm; \( Mm = 10^6 \text{ km} \)) are available,\textsuperscript{38} and it is taken to be 1000 km, although there have been no such observations specifically associated with solar flares; the speed of plasma is observed to be up to 50 m/s ~ 1 km/s under active sunspots. This set of values \((V, B, \delta)\) is quite reasonable for flare conditions and gives the power \( P \approx 2 \times 10^{16} \text{erg/s} \), which corresponds to the minimum power (= the minimum flare energy \( 10^{30} \text{ergs} \) divided by one hour), assuming that flares last for one hour. It is possible to obtain a higher power of \( 10^{17} \text{erg/s} \) or more within the range of the above parameters.

**Photospheric dynamo model**

Photospheric dynamo model Lee et al.\textsuperscript{39} Choe & Lee\textsuperscript{40,41} developed a photospheric dynamo model of solar flares. Its basis is a magnetic arcade, which is formed along the boundary (the neutral line) between two unipolar regions (where no sunspot pairs or sunspot group are participating). Thus, their coronal magnetic configuration is basically the same as Hirayama’s model, except that there is a dynamo process under the magnetic arcade, not magnetic reconnection above the arcade. Figure 2A shows the geometry associate with the dynamo process considered by Lee et al.\textsuperscript{39} Choe & Lee\textsuperscript{40,41}. Their model assumes an anti-parallel plasma flow \((V = 2 \text{ km/s})\) along the centerline of arcade, which is the boundary (the neutral line) of two unipolar regions of opposite polarity, and magnetic field intensity \( B = 12 \text{ G} \) (= 6 G + 6 G). These values are well within the observational constraints along the neutral line between two unipolar magnetic regions in a weakly active region.

In their model, as shown in Figure 2B, the field–aligned currents flow along the arcade magnetic field lines generated by this dynamo process. Thus, the arcade magnetic field lines constitute the circuit which transmits directly the dynamo power to the chromosphere for the ionization and dissipation, namely along the feet of the magnetic arcade for a two–ribbon \( H\alpha \) flare (one of the main dissipations).

In the model, the intensity of the field–aligned current is approximately \( 10^5 \text{A/m}^2 \) (Figure 2B), corresponding to the total current and power carried by the electrons are respectively about \( 10^{12} \text{A} \) and \( 10^{32} \text{erg/s} \) assuming the cororal electron are accelerated to 100 keV; the upward current is carried by downward streaming electrons, so that there are two ribbons of the \( H\alpha \) emissions along the feet of the magnetic arcade.\textsuperscript{42} Large \( H\alpha \) flares are associated with energy of about \( 10^{36} \text{ergs} \).\textsuperscript{41} Thus, the photospheric dynamo model by Choe and Lee under the above conditions can provide the power dissipation (the two–ribbon \( H\alpha \) emission) for simplest and weakest flares, namely at least for spotless flares (Figure 2C).

Spotless flares do not require the presence of sunspots. As mentioned in Section 2, since magnetic reconnection is unlikely to play the role, spotless flares can be produced directly by a photospheric dynamo process. Thus, we consider that spotless two–ribbon flares are the direct effect of basic the dynamo process, namely the directly driven (DD) process by the dynamo, so that they are one of the two basic elements of solar flares.
There should be the minimum power for solar activities to be recognized as flares, together with typical features. In auroral substorms, the minimum power is about $10^{19}$ ergs/s (corresponding to the geomagnetic AE index above zero, and a sudden brightening of an arc; other activities are called pseudo-breakup). So far, there is no such a study for solar flares, so that it is appropriate to consider the minimum power to be about 2.0x $10^{18}$ ergs/s (=the minimum flare energy $10^{18}$ ergs divided by one hour). Therefore, it may be said that there is no flares in the quiet sun.

**Figure 2** (A) The geometry of the model of Lee et al.,{27} Choe & Lee{28}. (B) The field–aligned currents along the magnetic arcade (Courtesy of G.S.Choe). (C) A simplest type of flares, called spotless flares{25} and a simulation of a line current by Choe & Lee{28}.

It is well–established that two–ribbon flares occur also along the neutral line in an active sunspot group. Since the dynamo power is proportional to $B_i^2$, active regions provide generally higher powers than less active regions. This is one of the reasons why solar flares are generally associated with regions around sunspots.

**The DD and UL components**

Since the concept of a dynamo process is introduced in studying solar flares in this paper, it is crucial to distinguish the directly driven (DD) component by the dynamo and the component which results from unloading (UL) of the accumulated energy for the explosive process. What we observe is (DD+UL). It may be worthwhile to know how they are separated for auroral substorms, together with some results.

Auroral substorms consist of three phase, the growth, expansion and recovery phases; the explosive feature occurs during the expansion phase. For auroral substorms, in which $V$ and $B$ are the solar wind speed and the intensity of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) respectively; the solar wind speed $V$ varies from 300 km/s to more than 1000 km/s, while the magnetic field intensity $B$ varies from about less than 5 nT to more than 25 nT. The area is given by $S = \sin^4 (\theta / 2) l^2$ where $\theta$ is the polar angle of the IMF and $l$ is 5 Re (Re = the earth’s radius); the dissipation rate $\delta$ is mainly the Joule heat production rate in the polar ionosphere. For $V = 500$ km/s, $B = 5$ nT, the maximum power is $P = 3x10^{18}$ erg/s.

In auroral substorms, this separation was accomplished quantitatively by the fact that the DD and UL components have different current systems in the ionosphere; the DD component has a two–cell current system, while the UL component has a single cell current system (Figure 3).{26}

**Figure 3** The relationship among the power ($= \epsilon$) the DD and UL components for substorms. Both the DD and UL current systems are shown at the bottom. The DD current follows roughly $\epsilon$. The UL current occurs impulsive and short–lived.

Figure 3 shows the relationship among $\epsilon = P / B \pi$, DD and UL. It is found that $P(t) \gg \delta(t)$ during the growth phase which lasts for about one hour before the expansion phase; it is this growth phase which enables the magnetosphere to accumulate the magnetic energy. $P(t)$ is about $5x10^{18}$ erg/s, but the dissipation rate $\delta(t)$ is very small during the growth phase because the ionization in the ionosphere is very weak to conduct electric currents before the expansion phase. Thus, it is found that the power is accumulated as magnetic energy, at most $10^{19}$ ergs for a medium substorm (AE= 1000 nT) in the inductive circuit of the magnetosphere, mostly within a distance 10 Re (Re= the earth’s radius), not in the magnetotail.

It can be seen that the DD component is roughly (within the accuracy of observations) follow the power $\epsilon = \left(P / B \pi \right)$. On the other hand, the UL component is impulsive or explosive and short–lived. It is the UL component which is produced by conversion of magnetic energy which is accumulated during the growth phase and which causes impulsive (explosive) auroral activities, namely the expansion phase of auroral substorms.

For solar flares, since we have so far no quantitative way to distinguish the DD and UL components, we attempt to distinguish them here in terms of observed phenomena:

1. Spotless flares as the directly driven component (DD)

As mentioned in Section 4(a), we identify spotless flares as a result of the directly driven (DD) component.

Citation: Akasofu SI. Photospheric dynamo as the power supply process for solar flares: Electric current approach. Phys Astron Int J. 2018;2(3):243–250. DOI: 10.15406/paij.2018.02.00093
II. Explosive process produced by the UL component

The current line approach looks for current loops which have enough magnetic energy, instead of anti-parallel magnetic configurations. We identify that magnetic energy in the current loop associated with the dark filament is responsible for the UL (explosive) component, as suggested by Alfven & Carlqvist instead of anti-parallel magnetic configurations (Figure 4C).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** (A) An example of the disappearance of the dark filament at about the time of flare onset. Two typical solar flares. (The Hida Observatory, courtesy of E. Hiei). (B) The formation of a current loop above the arcade. (C) The current loop suggested by Alfven & Carlqvist.

It is well-known that the dark filament between two ribbons of the Hα emission disappears at about time of flare onset. This phenomenon of a sudden disappearance of the dark filament was described in detail by Svestka.

In Figure 4A, an example of the disappearance of the dark filament at about the time of flare onset. This is the well-known feature at about the time of the explosive onset, although it is not received much attention in recent years, except by Moore et al. when the rising filament is seen beyond the photosphere, it is seen as a bright erupting prominence. In the upper part, a weak Hα emission is recognizable, which might correspond to an auroral arc before expansion phase onset.

It is known that currents flow in the dark filament above the magnetic arcade (Figure 5). Cho & Lee showed by the same simulation that a current loop is also formed above the magnetic arcade by the same dynamo process. This process is not the huge energy release process and is 'connection', as defined and described at the end of Section 2. This is a part of the chain of processes driven by the photospheric dynamo. In this paper, we suggest that the dynamo-driven current loop has magnetic energy which is sufficient for the explosive process.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5** (A) Magnetic fields associated with the currents in the filament above magnetic arcades. (B) The magnetic fields in the filament for launching a coronal mass ejection (CME).

Magnetic energy \( W \) in a current loop is given by:

\[
W = \frac{1}{2} J^2 L,
\]

where \( L \) denotes the inductance in the loop circuit and \( J \) is the current intensity. Chen & Krall estimated the intensity of their loop current to be 10^14A in their theory of CMEs. For medium flares (10^13ergs), \( L \) is estimated to be 2000 H; Alfven et al. estimated the inductance of similar current to be 500 H.

Further, when we consider the total input-output (power-
disipation) relationship throughout the life time of a solar flare, we can estimate that the input–output relationship is given by
\[
\int P(t) \, dt = \int \delta(t) \, dt, \quad \text{(where } \delta \text{ denotes the energy dissipation rate),}
\]
so that there is no major extra hidden energy, such as the annihilation of the pre–existing anti–parallel field; the same is shown on auroral substorms.\(^{50,51}\)
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